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A b s t r a c t

New numerical and theoretical results of resonance kink-anti-

fcink (KK) interactions in the classical one-uimentlonal space

Higgs -theory are presentedc Earlier studies of these interactions

revealed nine in i t ia l relative velocities intervals with two-

bounce KK-collisicns followed by the escape of Stinks to infinite

separations, the breathing solution was fornasd outside those in-

tervals. Vie found tv.o-bounce SX-interaccions with the number of

small oscillations between KK-bounces up to J5 in the in i t ia l

kick velocity interval 0.18 ^ \£*« 0.26. Sevsral examples for

n-bounces KK-interaction (n ^ 6) are also found* The observed

phenomenon can be explained by the existence of quaai-two-perio-

dical solutions of the nonlinear wave equation. We also studied

the sinple Kpciltonian with two degrees of freeden. This model

supplies quantitative descriptions of al l numerical results for

the field theory considered above. Tne considered phenomenon

шау ое called "autoquantization" of a nonlinear classical scalar

solfinteracting field.

( с ) Институт теоретической и экспериментальной физики, i 9 8 5



1, Introduction

In This article we continue systeiaatical studying the inte-

raction of kink and «nlikink in the noninteerable (1+1)-dimen-

tion <Яг field theory /V.

The model is defined by the Lacrangian density:

(„
I t is well known (s^e e.g. reviews /2/) that among solutions

of the Euler equation for the Lagrangian (1)

there exist two vacuum solutions ф = + 1, as for as static

kink (к) and at^ikink (K) solutions*

all they are stable topoloeically.

As i t was found earlier /1/ in the collision process of

slowly moving kink and antikink the long-lived localized breather
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solution is formed, slowly damping due to radiation. For greater

relative velocities kink and antikink reflects from one another.

Further investigations /3-6/ have confirmed the main results of

ref. / 1 / . But they have given rather different values 3br the cri-

tical relative velocity "V-- at which the KK-capture have
ex

changed by the reflection. Notice that al l these results for

Y c r were situated s t i l l in the vicinity of "У*сг « 0.2. I t i s

worth reminding that the localized breather solutions for the

jOf theory were also found in the three-dimensional case

/7,8/.

2, Numerical results

I t was cleared later /9/ that the nonsingle- valuedness in

determinuting of vCT was connected not with computational

errors but with the rather complicated structure of the transi-

tional region (the KK-bound-stete of the KK-escape): there was

a set of KK init ial velocity intervals where collisions ended by

the reflection and outside these intervals they ended by the KS-

capture. In the paper /9/ nine intervals (or "windows") were ob-

served. We got about 55 intervals of such kind in the region

0.19 == ̂ Co~ °«2598»»»i ( s e e Table I ) , those width being decrea-

sed with Voo " ^ ^cr* ^ s e e M-6* 1). In our numerical experi-

ments the velocity step was used Д^Г = 2*10 , and the step

дУ" = ?»10~5 w a s used in vicinity of V„-• "be behaviours

of the solutions £D (0f t) for the equation (2) for some

typical values of ~Voo a r e Given in Fig. 2af b. In these pictu-

res the main maximum corresponds to the KK-collisions and inter-
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mediate maxima correspond to the periodical perturbation of the

solution at the point JC - 0. Thus alter the first collision

the part of the kinks kinetical energy has been removed rrom

their translation motion to other intercrl degrees of freedom;

after the second one this part of energy has come back to kink.

I t is known that the spectrum of small oscillations round

the kink is determinated

as the solution of the equation /5/

г- iu>t
and after substituting O r = & Z^C^-y we have the

eigenvalue problem!

The problem (4) has two discrete eigenvalues with cJo = 0 &&&

and the continuous spectrum with frequencies
- yy

с*} г- £ •
Space translations of kinks are connected with the zero mode

( COQ = 0), and the nod© with C»2 = {/% i s responsible for the

localized kink exitation, here £&)=&%*tl (Щ)сК\%
The solution with "Щ.(х) seems to be just that additional

degree of freedom which might return the energy to the kink trans-

lation so that being localised on the kink the exitation does

not leave the interaction region*

In the paper /9/ some phenomenological foriaula connected the
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period T between two kinks collisions, the frequency ct?£ and

the number of 5P C°» t)-oaclllatiorss near the vacuum waa

suggested»

here 0 i s the phase shift , not depending on ^p .

Formula (5) proposes the resonance character of the energy ex-

change between the translation aode and the vibrating one with

the frequency cO^ that i s In good accordance with experiments

for small /£w ( fcy^. 15)» во the computer experiment in /9/

revealed the peculiarity &f the two main degrees of freedom in

kink-antikink sectors translations with cOc = о and vibrations

with cO^ ~ fijg •
We made numerical experiments to check up computational data

of /9/ aswellas to investigate the region in the vicinity of

У с г more carefully. The equation (2) was computed by the method

of characteristics /10/. So that we changed the mixed problem*

the Cauchy problem and boundary conditions - to the Gursa problem

/11/» The method has provided with the high accuracy of compu-

tations, conserved the energy Integral with the relative error

^Ю"^. Instead of measuring the in i t ia l and excaped kink velo-

c i t ies as i t was done in the paper /9/, we detected the energy

flux through the fixed plane during time interval ^ t < Ifueeri-

csl results are presented in Fig. 3. Sycmetrical properties of

the problem permit us to make calculations at the halfaxie

JCZ-O. It i s shown in Fig. 3 that for kink in i t ia l velocities

belonging to the interval 0.192 ^ V £ , £ 0.203 and for the time

interval Д t = 200 the energy amount which ceases through the
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plane JC = 10 exceeds the rest kink mass (at the top of

Fig. 5 there are shown init ial velocities of two kink collisions

and one oscillation of C£> (0,t) near the vacuum taken from

/ 9 / ) . Besides that there are narrow vertices on both sides of

the main interval. They show that enough amount of energy may be

gathered also through the more than two-bounce collisions of

kinks, (see Fig. 2s, c, d).

By the analogy vlth the classification of a two-pe-

riodical motion, i t i s possible to suppose that the resonance

situations may be realized also when the finite number of small

internal vibrations will be distributed on more than one kinks

oscillations (see Table 2).

The presence of other degrees of freedom (for example, vhe

radiation) leads to energy losses from that mentioned above fixed

degrees of freedom (kinks movement and vibration)» That i s why

i t i s impossible to look after the interaction of these two mo-

de Б only during long time intervals.

ffote that proceeded from the dominance of mentioned above

two modes one may get the qualitative explanation of the obser-

ved interval of width since only those kinks can escape after

collisions which have the internal vibration energy amount less

than the klnematical energy of colliding kinks. The second fac-

tor i s the energy departure in radiation modes* It i s clear

that i f the process i s long enough then the energy departure

exceeds the kinks initial klnetical energy and so their fini-

te state with escaping kinks cannot be realized (see Fig, 2e,f).

Taking into account that the energy ( Д * ) r a ^ radiates in one
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kinks collision it is easy to estimate the яц»^ mi^ auaber

n
I Q a z

 of possible for observating kinks collisions while kinks are

not escaping»

(AE)Zaol

It i s possible to estimate ( £ B ) r a £ for example from measuring

in the computer experiment the energy flux through the end of

the integrated segment (Fig. 5).

3» Theoretic^ discussions

The effective potential of two-kinks interactions based on

the collective coordinates method with the distance between

kinks as the collective coordinate was proposed in / V . There

was taken intc account only one translations^, zero mode and the

ЖК-interaction potential for this case i s presented in the

Fig. 4. In the paper /5/ the natural generalization of this method

was given which took into account the vibration degrees of free-

dom of the id.nk.. I s the Ansatz to the Hamiltonian the following

function was considered»

here Jj(i)=J(t)e 8(£) =3&)e **•**• t h l s substitution
the Hamiltonian was minimized on the functions set

For comparing of this modej. with our numerical results for
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computations with the equation (2) we investigated the more

simplified Hamiltoniaz: Than in /5/» i t was of the form;

here J f][) , Jj uLj , г (X.) are functions depending on the

collective coordinate /^ (see Appendix), tha point means dif-

ferentiation on time, we demonstrate here only the symmetrical

variant A(t) = E(t).

The study cf dynamical equations for ^£ (t) and A(t)

caught a qualitative likeness of solutions of the Hamiltonian

(7) and the investigated field problem (2) . Fixed up some compu-

tation ti_ae Tt one could find such three different regimes as i t

had taken place in accurate calculations of the equation (2).

Hamely for Ygo s °*^ after the first kinks collision their

excape to infinity was observed, for Voo - °»260 and Т л =

= 0.258 was detected thr^e and two collisions followed by kinks

escape, for \ ;OQ= 0.2422 was observed the formation of the

KK-bound state " ' . Note that the Hamiltonian (7) cannot give

the fine quantitative accordance with accurate calculations of

the field equation (2) through two reasons. The first one i s

that.the Hamiltcnian (7) has everything what i s necessary for

-he qualitative description of a kinks dynamics but some terms

' In Pig. 5 ястве other ana mentioned above examples of <X> (C,t)

-behaviours ere presented, they were reconstructed with using

the Ansatz (6) for the Hamiltonian (7)»
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are emitted ivz i t in our consideration, e.g. ~-'~W0()j? aad so

on (see /!?/). The second reason i s that the model Hamilton'.an

of kind (7) does not take into account the radiation and i t re-

sults in increasing with tine the number of KK-reflections. I t

present we continue more detailed investigations of model Hamil-

tonians of kind / 5 / and their comparing with the field theory

(D.
Thus in scalar ("i+t)-dimension fliggs theory the especial case

of the finite degrees freedom number was discovered in the

kink-sntikink sector, they are represented in the phase space of

infinite number of degrees of freedom as quasi-closed two-perio-

dical orbit3. Such solutions are modelled qualitatively by so-

lutions of the dynamical system with the finite number of de-

grees of freedom.

Tor comparing we note here that so called plane-wave solutions

of the Yang-Hills equation, described nonlinear colour oscilla-

tions also are reduced to dynamical systems with periodical solu-

tion classes have proposed in /12 / .

The authors thank to N.A.Voronov, I.Xu.Xobzarev, N.B.Xo-

ayukhova for usefull discussions of results.
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In accordance with definitions of the paper /5/t
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1 *)

2 *̂

3 *>

4 *̂

5
 # )

6 •>

7 °
8 *

5

9
 # )

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

25

31

32

34

35

Velocities Inte

0.1926 - 0.2034-

0.2241 - 0.2288

0.2372 - 0.2596

0.2440 - 0.2454

0.2481 - 0.2490

0.2507 - 0.2513

0.2525 - 0.2529

0.2538 - 0.2541

0.2548 - О.255О

0.2556 - 0.2558

0.2561 - 0.2565

0.2567 - 0.2568

0.2571

0.2575

0.2577

0.2580

0.2582

0.2586

0.25891

0.25895

0.25901

0.25905 ...

Width

0.0109

0.0048

0.0025

0.0015

0.00Ю

0.0007

0.0005

0.0003

0.0002

0.0002

0.0002

0.0001

ю-*

«Г*

10-*

10"5

10

10

" 5

"*5

Initial velocities intervals in which kink-autlkink interaction

concludes in two collisions with, escape to infinite separation,

tin - the number of field oscillations near vacuum between kinks

collisions.

•) Results from the paper /9/.
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Table II

0.1885

0.1888

0.1902

0.2064

0.2199

0.2224

0.2552

0.2428

0.2551

0.2558

0.2561

0.2570

0.2577

0.25905

л
1

1

1

2

2

5

4

9

11

11

14

15

35

—з> ' С у — • . . . -

- . 1 ..„

^ 1 -* 0~>

~>2 ~>

•-* 0 - » 1 - *

—*> 0 — •-* 0 " "*•

-^.о --, о > з
->0 --> 0 -̂ >

^ 2 - >

- > о -•-
...-> $ —*"*-
->7-^

-> kinks escape

, ->1 -*

Kinks initial velocities for which multiple collisions

detected, //. - the number

vacuum between kinks collisions.

were detected, //. - the number oi' field oscillations near
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etzs

p. го

10 SO

Pig. 1. The intervals system on Yo^ inside which kinks

escape to infinity after two collisions. The number

of small oscillations of Q) (0,t) near vacuum

between kinks collision is given at the abscissa

axis.



2.a, b, c, d, e, f, g The field dependence on time at the point
for different kinks initial velocities.

X = 0
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се
ens

fl«.3- tte» energy flex trough the point X • 10 for the tiae interval ut
 Б
 200 •• a function

of initial Telocity Ye» for th» kimks oollieion* intarrml with ^ « 1 (in definition*

«f paper /9/)* Th« dashed line 1» the interral of initial r«locitie« froa the paper /9/.

Harrow v*rtie*a are interrala for antltlplc resonance.



fig* 4-. EE-iuteraction potential as a function of distance
between kinks*
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Fig. 5. a, b, c. The dependence of *p (0,t) field for
kinke initial velocities appeared io solutions of
motion equations for the Hamiltoniaa (7).
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